
THREE DAY MICROSOFT POWER BI 
TRAINING COURSE 



THROUGH VISUALLY IMMERSIVE DATA 
STORYTELLING 

EMPOWER YOUR BUSINESS

Access the information you need to 
make informed, data-driven decisions 
through innovative dashboards and 
compelling reports 

Drive change within your business with 
modern, data-rich solutions. Create 
interactive reports, unearth powerful insights 
and share your discoveries throughout your 
organisation with fully integrated workflows. 

During this introduction to Power BI training, our structured 
course aids employees with beginner to intermediate 
experience in both understanding and getting the most value 
out of Power BI. Every training session throughout the course 
has relevant ‘real-life’ scenarios where they’ll be required to 
create KPIs to answer specific questions. As a result, your 
employees will have the opportunity to learn the key principles 
they need to start using Power BI effectively. They’ll also receive 
a solid foundation in the best possible practices and processes 
for the purpose of delivering captivating visual stories using 
your business data.  

The dedicated team at DSCallards (A Codestone Company) boast 
decades of combined industry experience and expertise. You 
and your employees will have the opportunity to learn the ins 
and outs of one of Microsoft’s most innovative platforms, from a 
team that has successfully strategised and implemented Power 
BI solutions for businesses all over the world. 

3-DAY LIVE POWER BI TRAINING  
HELPING BUSINESSES UNEARTH THE POWER OF INSIGHT

The training can be delivered with plenty of illustrated examples and hands-on 
exercises and can be  given online remotely or one or our talented consultants 
can deliver on site at a location to suit your needs. 

HOW IS OUR TRAINING DELIVERED?  
REMOTE ONLINE TRAINING 

Objectives 
After completing this training, you and 
your employees will be equipped with 
the practices and fundamental report-
building concepts you need to fully 
optimise the value of data derived from 
Power BI.

• Bring data to life through visually 
compelling storytelling and 
visualisation 

• Create calculated measures and KPIs 
• Apply security rules 
• Share content and findings across 

your business

Audience 
The team at DSCallards (A Codestone 
Company) have designed this training for 
end users and analysts who are looking to 
derive, unearth and share powerful insights 
from business data for the purpose of 
sharing and collaborating within an 
organisation. We’ll show you how, without 
any former data analysis training or 
programming knowledge, you can build and 
share visually compelling and immersive 
reports and dashboards using Power BI. 



For more than two decades, DSCallards (A Codestone Company) have been committed to 
driving business success through world-leading analytical services and training. Using 
the latest, most innovative technologies, we have a proven track record of empowering our 
clients and their businesses with the skills and tools they need to drive business growth 
and unearth the power of insight. 

At DSCallards (A Codestone Company), we are committed to providing the very best 
training solutions for your team. Open to everyone at every skill level, our 3-Day Power BI 
Training Workshop can ultimately increase your profits, ease tension and stress within your 
workforce and perhaps most pertinent, boost efficiency and productivity.  
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Introduction to Power BI Desktop
• Introduction to Power BI Desktop
• Creating a table
• Creating a matrix table
• Creating a chart
• Formatting and aligning visuals
• Editing and changing visuals
• Creating and formatting maps
• Filtering reports
• The filter panel
• Slicer visuals
• Text boxes and action buttons
• Adding images and logos
• Presentation tips and publishing
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Data Modelling
• Connecting to data sources
• Adding tables to the model
• Relationships and joins between tables
• Removing and editing joins
• Active and inactive relationships
• Power Query introduction
• Changing data types
• Filtering data from queries
• Removing columns, editing and transforming them
• Editing applied steps
• Duplicating and referencing queries
• Merging and grouping data
• Appending data
• Un-pivoting data
• Using M code
• Preparing the data model for end users
• Sorting and hierarchies
• Summarising fields
• Hiding columns
• Data grouping
• Setting the date table
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Using DAX
• Calculations in Power BI
• Calculated columns v measures
• Creating calculated columns
• Measures and quick measures
• The CALCULATE function
• The FILTER function
• Using an IF function
• Using the SWITCH function
• The USERELATIONSHIP function
• Using formulas for presentation
• Creating a 7-day rolling average
• Using variables in DAX formulas
• Useful tools such as DAX Studio



The team at DSCallards (A Codestone Company) boast decades 
of experience working in the data analytics and transformation 
industry. As a result, we possess the innate ability to go beyond 
simply explaining what each button does. We’ll show you and your 
team how to build a solid Power BI solution from the ground up, 
leveraging our vast experience from developing and deploying 
numerous BI solutions from all over the world.  profits, ease tension 
and stress within your workforce and perhaps most pertinent, boost 
efficiency and productivity.  

WHY CHOOSE DSCALLARDS? 

Experienced teachers with real-world data 
visualisation experience 

DSCallards (A Codestone Company) are a data-driven company with 
a steadfast commitment to empowering organisations with in-depth 
Power BI solutions and training. Our tight-knit team are passionate 
about helping businesses become more ‘data savvy’, having helped 
a number of organisations over the years overcome their challenges, 
achieve enhanced data efficiency and establish a data-driven culture 
within their organisation. 

Training focused on best practices  

Utilising Power BI to ensure business value is an ongoing process. 
That’s why we offer assistance following the end of your training. Our 
ongoing support package ensures your team is prepared to handle 
any challenges that arise down the line. You’ll have the opportunity 
to buy a support bundle to use as needed or hire us on a “pay-as-you-
go” basis.  

Further support available following the end of 
the course

We have insight into all the latest Power BI updates and changes. 
This ensures that all our training is up to speed with the newest 
Microsoft releases including any technology updates.  

Step-by-step manual provided 

0808 164 2625

sales@dscallards.com

www.dscallards.com
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